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Early signs of what to back, but timing is still off

Growth at a reasonable price, or GARP, has proved a reliable strategy that has previously
generated market-beating returns. We have tightened the focus of our UK screens targeting
large, mid and small-cap shares. Plus we’ve added a new S&P 500 screen to try and find good
value growing companies listed on the US market.

Comment by Alpha editor:

The outlook for economic growth is on a knife edge, which means our screen that looks at
growth at a reasonable price (GARP) is potentially flawed. The screen assesses  whether
share prices offer genuine value for the earnings and dividend growth analysts expect.
The obvious problem is that company profits are linked to the wider economy, the
prognosis for which is uncertain to bleak. If earnings forecasts get revised down, then
what were seemingly good value shares can start to look fairly priced or expensive.

That said, some patterns are emerging that are well worth noting for savvy investors
building  watch-lists for the next market and economic cycles.

● The top ranked UK large-cap shares are packaging company Smurfit Kappa
Group (SKG), which passes 9/9 tests, and Hikma Pharmaceuticals (HIK), which
fails one test. Hikma actually grew earnings per share too quickly in the past five
years for the liking of our sustainable growth rate test.  Both shares are down
significantly over the past three months as the market starts to shave some
valuation off of pandemic winners. That’s partly the impact of rising interest rates
making investors reassess what is a reasonable price for growth companies.

● Some of the mid cap shares flagged could be vulnerable to a recession, especially
UK-focussed businesses as the one-two combination of inflation causing
consumers to slow expenditure and then tighter credit conditions.

● In the US, however, the logistics businesses flagged such as CH Robinson
Worldwide (US:CHRW) and truckers Cummins Inc (US:CMI) could still be
interesting as American supply chains recover after Covid.
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GARP methodology: Finding that magic
combination of value and growth

Buying shares that offer growth at a reasonable price (GARP) can generate

strong returns. Prominent exponents of this style of investing include the likes

of Jim Slater, Peter Lynch and, arguably, also John Neff. A key metric to assess

whether companies offer the magic combination of value and growth is the

price-to-earnings-growth (PEG) ratio. In its most basic form the ratio simply

compares a share’s valuation against its earnings with its earnings growth rate

(historic or forecast). This approach is not overly exacting, but over many years

it has proved a very effective way of identifying great investment opportunities

when combined with other factors that suggest there are solid foundations to

the value and growth measures used by the ratio.

Large-cap GARP criteria

We run our large-cap GARP criteria against the S&P 500 for US companies and

for UK companies, we use the tests (listed below) against a universe of large-cap

companies based on the Numis large-cap index and a universe of mid-cap

companies based on the Numis mid-cap index.

The screen methodology uses a PEG ratio based on the historic price/earnings

(PE) ratio divided by a combination of the earnings growth rate and dividend

yield. The earnings growth rate is calculated based on the average of the

five-year historic growth rate and the average forecast growth over the

next two years.

As well as this PEG test, which includes some backward-measures, we have also

introduced an exclusively forward-looking PEG. The PE in the numerator is the

ratio of current share price to expected earnings per share two years ahead of

the current unreported year. The growth rate in the denominator is the

compound annual growth rate between last reported earnings and the expected

earnings at the end of the period.  A figure below one, suggests that a company

is cheaply valued relative to its expected earnings growth.
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The large-cap  screening criteria are:

● A PEG ratio below the median average.

● A three-year forward PEG below one.

● A PE ratio that is higher than that of the lowest quarter of stocks screened (i.e. not

suspiciously cheap) and below the top quarter (i.e. not dangerously expensive).

● A five-year historic EPS compound annual growth rate above 7.5 per cent, but

below 20 per cent (i.e. high, but sustainably so).

● A five-year historic revenue compound annual growth rate above 5 per cent (i.e.

sales growth underpinning earnings growth).

● Year-on-year EPS growth in each of the past two half-year periods.

● Average forecast EPS growth of more than 7.5 per cent for the next two financial

years.

● Positive free cash flow in each of the past three years.

● No downgrade to forecast EPS over the past three months.

Not many stocks pass such a stringent list of criteria. All stocks must pass the historic

PEG test to feature in the table. While the primary ranking of the stocks is based on the

number of tests they pass, inside each of these groupings, stocks are ordered according

to their attractiveness based on a combination of PEG and three-month price

momentum.

Small-cap GARP criteria

Our small-cap GARP screen is run on all stocks in a universe based on the NSCI

index plus Aim, excluding investment trusts.

The small-cap screen uses a PEG based on the historic PE ratio and average

forecast growth for the next two financial years. The screening criteria are:

● A PEG ratio in the bottom quarter of all stocks screened.

● A three-year forward PEG below one.

● EPS growth forecast for each of the next two financial years and an average

growth rate over the period of more than 10 per cent and less than 50 per cent

(i.e. high, but sustainably so).

● Either a return on equity (ROE) of over 12.5 per cent or an operating margin of

over 15 per cent (i.e. an indicator of a quality business that may have a sustainable

advantage).
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● Either three-month share price momentum better than the median average or

earnings upgrades of 10 per cent or more over the past three months (i.e. recent

reasons to feel positive).

● Operating cash conversion of 90 per cent or more.

● Net debt of less than 1.5 times cash profits.

● A market capitalisation of more than £10m (i.e. not severely illiquid).

Not many stocks pass such a stringent list of criteria. All stocks must pass the low blended

PEG test to feature in the table. While the primary ranking of the stocks is based on the

number of tests they pass, inside each of these groupings, stocks are ordered according

to their attractiveness based on a combination of PEG and three-month price

momentum.

New UK indices

Numis Large Cap index (excluding investment companies/trusts): This includes

the top 80 per cent of companies by market capitalisation that are listed on the

UK main market. The lower size cut-off for 2022 is £4.12bn market cap.

Numis Mid Cap index (excluding investment companies/trusts): This includes

the 15 per cent of UK main market listed companies below the top 80 per cent

but above the bottom five per cent by market capitalisation. The upper size

cut-off is £4.12bn and the lower cut-off is £880mn market cap.

NSCI plus Aim, version excluding investment trusts: This adds all Aim

companies below the £1.64bn market cap cut-off to the NSCI index for UK

smaller companies.

AlphaScreen GARP tables on next page below
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